
We pledge to put 
performance first.

DESIGN IS DEDICATEDIT’S OUR JOB AS DESIGNERS, OUR PROMISE AS A COMPANY.



Tough is in our fiber
Eco Solution Q® is cradle-to-cradle nylon from the world’s largest carpet 
producer. On the surface, our carpet is beautiful, but our dedication to 
sustainable durability runs deeper. 

•  Industry leader in denier per filament, holding up better to wear 
from running, skipping, walking, spilling and other school day 
stresses

•   Leads in tensile strength, the force a fiber can withstand without 
breaking, contributing to a stronger carpet with superior wear 
resistance

•  Produced through our vertically integrated supply chain, ensuring 
the highest quality standards every step of the process

We understand the impact that a space can have on the learning experience – for students, teachers and 
administrators. And we believe that a high-performance space leads to higher level learning. That’s why we 
pledge to design durable flooring solutions that work hard for you and your school. From backing systems 
to face fiber, performance always comes first. Standing up to hard wear, inhibiting microorganism growth, 
easing maintenance and lowering cost of ownership. Engineered to perform, guaranteed for life.

Learn more about our pledge to perform. 
Visit www.shawcontractgroup.com/education or contact your dedicated sales representative.

WORKS HARD, 
NO MATTER WHAT

Bound to last
Shaw Contract Group carpet is designed for one distinctive purpose: 
to wear better and last longer in the education environment. Every 
collection is engineered with superior tuft binding. School-friendly 
collections come in colors and patterns to disguise soiling until you can 
clean it, keeping installations looking fresh for many school years to 
come. All backed by a lifetime warranty.
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Backings, the overachievers underneath
Though unseen, a carpet’s backing is a crucial factor in its design and performance. Made from non-PVC materials, EcoWorx® and Ultraloc® 
are low VOC, safe from plasticizer migration and offer a lifetime warranty, further protection against issues such as edge ravel and delamination. 
And when installed with our antimicrobial adhesives, our tile and broadloom backing systems offer moisture and antimicrobial protection to 
protect your facility and those that are there to learn.




